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Abstract
The making of the Constitution was an international event consisting of
envoys from the thirteen states seeking to devise a solution to two
dip lomatic and security crises, that amongst the units (states and regions)
of the Confederation with one another and with foreign p owers. Early
America is often structured as a fixed “nation” in studies of the p eriod, but it
is p erhap s more accurate to classify it as comp rising a state-system, one
which was p art of a larger international system. This article reviews how this
dynamic and the role of dip lomacy factored into constitutional reform in the
1780s by surveying the extant scholarship in the area and through analyzing
debate at the Federal Convention and the reaction of the founders to the
threat of internecine and foreign war during the Confederation. It concludes
by discussing how its findings p oint to new lines of inquiry into the early
American p olitical exp erience.
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